[Individual changes of gene expression in the interferon system in human blood cells due to amixin and cycloferon].
The action of amixin and cycloferon on the expression of genes in the systems of interferon (IF) and cell apoptosis (CA) was studied by semi-quantitative RT-PCR in human blood microsamples before and after the administration of the drugs. Individual changes were determined in the transcription activity of genes of IF (alpha, beta, gamma), enzymes 2',5' oligoadenylatesynthetase (OAS), RNSase L, dsRNA-dependent proteinkinase (dsPK) and of CA effectors (FasAg, bcl-2, gamma-actin) registered dynamically in 24 h and 48 h. The activity parameters of IF genes were compared with the results of biological titration of IF activity in blood samples in vivo and in vitro. A pronounced ability of cycloferon to stimulate selectively the activity of genes of human IF, type I (beta IF--by 100 times and alpha IF--by 10 times), without affecting essentially the activity of other genes in blood cells, was detected. Amixin was found to inhibit the titration of genes with high activity levels. (alpha-, beta-IF, RNAases L, bcl-2 and gamma-actin). The antiviral and IF-induced properties of the drug are explained to a great extent by the apoptotic effect (activation of genes Fas, gamma-IF, OAS and affected transcription of gene bcl-2). A positive correlation was observed between the processes of activation of IF-genes transcription and the production of the total circulating IF. Antagonistic relations between type I and II IFs in human blood cells were shown.